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Abstract

This work, ''The Design, Development, and Financing of an Art Gallery" is divided
into two sections: An Update of The Current art Market And Trend Analysis , & The
Development of an Art Gallery And Financial Art Alternatives.
The first section tracks some of the recent happenings in the art market, including
the unprecedented fluctuations of the 1980's, to provide the reader with a little background
on the art market. In addition, it presents the idea of the economic and financial strength
of various regions as being the primary reason for art market fluctuations as well as provide
a method for tracking the art market.
The second section focuses on helping the financial condition of the art gallery.
Introduced are different forms of art for showing, most that will appeal to the forgotten
middle market, and income alternatives for art galleries such as shops, reselling and digital
replication.
The summary provided in the text for the second section is

as follows:

It is becoming all too common for smaller art galleries to fold i because of financial
difficulties. Much of the reason for this financial difficulty is based in two factors. The first
is these galleries have tied themselves to the cyclical fluctuations in the art market. In other
words, they make money when the market is good and buyers exist and do not make money
when the market is in a slump. The gallery relies on a big sale to keep feeding off of in
hope of another sale in the near future - a very uneven cash-flow.

Second, too many

galleries are limiting their sales by limiting their markets. In many cases, either forms and
mediums of art are left out, or whole markets such as the middle market are left out.

For a gallery to keep functioning financially, it needs to get away from focusing its
cash-flows on these cyclical revenues as well as look to others forms of art and different
markets to increase its bottom line. In lieu of this, I have focused Section Il. on How To
Develop An Art Gallery by focusing on non-traditional art and financial alternatives for
galleries to even out the cash flows of the gallery as well as increase profit margins with the
middle market.

( Initial Proposal At End Of Work)
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WRITER'S NOTES
*Information presented in this study is current to November 16, 1991.

Please note the original proposal planned to introduce budgets and financials from
established art galleries. However, even after visiting several Chicago Galleries, I was told
that no gallery would release any such information, especially past or future budgets.
Therefore, I have shied away from analyzing current financial woes and budgetary problems
associated with many galleries and instead have focused on how a gallery can increase its
future profit margins.

In addition, I would like to thank Dr. Roger Miller and the Honors Program for
their patience in receiving this work.

Special Thanks to Marge Falbo and Ramona Gupta for technical support.

KAVI GUPTA

The Design, Development end Rnencing of en Art Gellery

The recent business news focusing on the vast fluctuations in the art market have left
a very confusing situation in the art world. Art prices, unlike stocks, bonds, and other
investments, are very tricky to track because all works are unique. The price estimates that
the big auction houses such as Sotheby's Holdings, Inc. and Christie's International PLC
place upon works to a large degree depends on the current supply and demand of the class
of art the work falls under. These price estimates are basically the only gauge to track the
rise and fall of the art market, but the price estimates are without question, some of the
most speculative and questionable "price quotes" of any investment form. An art market
boom indicator occurs when art auction prices surpass price expectations for most works and
few works are unsold, as in the unprecedented boom of the late 1980's. An art slump
indicator occurs when a large number of auctioned works are left unsold and price estimates
are not met. The fluctuations of the art market are clearly opposite markets for buyers and
sellers. In a slump, sellers are hurt because prices obtained are much lower than their
estimated value and evidently, the excess supply of their "master's" work could hurt its
investment value. Buyers, according to a supply/demand market, will supposedly buy the
undervalued works in hopes of appreciation, or serious collectors will buy the undervalued
works in hope of picking up a value.
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The confusion in the current art market fluctuations stems from much of the pre-held
notions (the few that were held somewhat acceptable) having not occurred.

In the late

1980's, the demand for and prices paid for some masters reached. highs at almost
incomprehensible figures and started an art boom that spread to all types of art. These
booms induced a good supply of art and record prices were still reached; (largely due to
American and European supply and Japanese demand) as the market through the auction
houses became international.

What followed in 1990 was the worst slump ever seen by art

market followers. Supply increased as former buyers collectively dumped their works on to
the market and no buyers were anywhere to be found. Had the prices of these works just
risen too high that even in an undervalued market? Had the historically sure museums and
serious collectors laid hands off? Maybe speculative investors assumed stay away because
they still believed the works overvalued or they possibly just wanted to stay away from this
current market where the "old rule" no longer applies?
unprecedented

Such vast fluctuations were

as well as a complete surprise to "Market Experts". So obviously, previous

notions for tracking the market proved unworthy. Early 1991 shows signs of a resurgence
in the art market.

Early indicators show that buying is definitely picking up from some

European sectors, particularly the cities of Rome, Monaco, Geneva, and St. Moritz in Italy,
France and Switzerland (Peers 8/6/91, C1). It is too early to tell if a new market has begun
but the signs are good. Hope is currently resting on the 1991 fall auctions at Christie'S Int.
PLC and Sotheby's Holding Inc. The feeling is that there is indeed renewed interest,
especially from European buyers (Peers 11/4/91, C1).
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Please note Appendix F. which contains an 11/16/91 article from the Wall Street
Journal listing the results of the 1991 Fall auction.

The overall results of the auction

confirmed fears that we are not out of an art market slump yet. However, good signs were
seen for specific sectors of the art market, i.e. Modem Masters.

In addition, the

participation of new countries with currently strong economies, i.e. Germany, Italy, and a
surprise South Korea, is pleasantly affirmed.
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The new degrees the art market has reached in the past few years has forced
investors and art patrons alike to re-figure their old boundaries and rules for the value of
master art. In opposition to previous beliefs, the economic condition of the world is a much
larger factor, if not the largest, in the valuation

and tracking of the art market; not just

what individual collector preference and demand assures it to be. Specifically Japan, has had
a great influence on the recent fluctuations in this market,and the European Communities
are currently influencing the art market.
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SITUATION· SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESIS
As previously mentioned, the supply and demand for art is the driving force in the
determination of price and appreciation for the works. Perhaps a new method of looking
at what drives the market as a whole -- and not the fore-mentioned assumptions --needs to
be considered;

a method that views aggregate supply and demand factors in conjunction

with one another.
My reading have shown me that the shifts in aggregate supply and demand of art
in conjunction with one another, fueled by varying wold economic conditions is the new and
future reason for fluctuations in the art market -- Boom or Slump. When looking at the
incredible 1980's art boom applied to the above hypothesis, a clear and readily seen
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explanation for the boom occurs. Very basically, The supply is created by the United States
and The European

Communities as they look to sell with their relatively depressed

economies. Relatively depressed that is, in comparison to the Japanese economy. The very
strong Yen along with a strong economy fueled the Japanese demand for art.
of art shifts from the United States and Europe to the Japanese.

The supply

The late 1980's brings

about a slump in the art market. A slumping Japanese economy causes Japanese investors
in art to default on interest payments for previously bought works and force them to hold
off on buying new works. The slump continues because neither the United States nor the
European Communities are in any position to buy the Japanese supply and become a new
demand factor. It seems the start of a cycle has become evident. 1991 brings a resurgence
in of the art market.The supply of art -- the Japanese of course -- and the demand, the
European Community. The strong economies and currencies of some European countries,
particularly

Italy, Switzerland, and to some degree, France has brought about the start of

a current art boom (Peers 8/6/91, C1). The supply and demand of art continually shifts
back and forth representing the current market condition. It seems foolishly simple, but is
a definite way to determine where the market is and who is doing what. Determine the
financial strength of the region and see if it is in a position to be a demand factor (strong
economy & currency), or a supply factor (Previous buyer with a current weak economy &
currency). Without looking at degrees of financial conditions and strength of supply and
demand, this is what causes an art market boom or an art market slump.

Please see

Appendix F. for proof of this theory -- current buyers include Germany, Italy, & S. Korea.
All three regions have the strongest economies and relative currency values.
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1980's JAPANESE FINANCIAL CONDITION AND DEMAND.
The 1980's boom and its tie to Japanese buying is well documented.
however, that this was not a one time occurrence.

I believe,

We will see this shift in supply and

demand in large proportions by various world financial market countries continue.

It is

without question that the vast proportion of art buying, particularly Impressionist and postImpressionist, occurred at the hands of the Japanese. Their motive, which still remains in
question, was either a hunger for culture or profit or both. In either case, the flourishing
of Japan's business's and the strong Yen was what led major Japanese businessmen to buy
art at incredible prices. What such a strong financial position allows is for the Japanese
businessmen to indulge. Indulge, perhaps, as The Wall Street Journal's Brauchli and Ono
state "for their penchant for things western, they have the money to buy what they want, be
it Rockefeller center or a Renoir masterpiece.

With art, there is also opportunity to buy

into western values. 'Companies want to promote freedom.' Western art somehow seems
to encourage such purposes."

(Brauchli, Ono, A1-A7).

Examples of large companies

participating in the binge include Bridgestone Corporation, Sanyo Securities Co., both which
have company sponsored museums with numerous famous works, and Suntory Ltd. which
in 1988 spent nearly $10 million on 3,800 posters by artist Phillip Granville, also Solomon
Bros., Asia, and the Dutch Bank Tokyo etc. (A7).
From my former hypothesis, these fore-mentioned corporations and the Japanese in
general were the incredible demand of the 1980's. In order to judge where the cycle is,
boom, slump or variation, look at the nation's financial condition, and if strong, what might
the art buyers of this nation be interested in. For the 1980's Japanese, the interest was,
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besides any kind of famous western art, more pointed to Impressionists

and post-

Impressionists because many of the artists, i.e. Van Gogh, Monet, Gaugin, etc. used
Japanese culture and models for their basis. Their works inspired the peace and serenity
that follows the Japanese culture (Brauchli, Ono, A7).

As confusion hit the Japanese

economy and a concurrent downturn, buying eventually stopped and left a large supply of
works on the Japanese hands. Look for troubled Japanese companies to liquid to a new
demand, if one can be found.

It is without question that once the Japanese economy

stabilizes, their buying power will return as large as over, the trick is to decide which kinds
of work they will gear their buying to then. Currently, however, we see a re-occurrence of
the market, and one only needs look at the world financially strong countries to find the
source of demand.
EUROPEAN FINANCIAL CONDITION AND DEMAND
An August 6, 1991, Wall Street Journal article report that there could indeed
be a resurgence in the devastated art market. Not all art, but some sections such as Ancient
Greek and Roman sculpture, modem and old master paintings, silver and decorative arts,
for example are currently very hot and setting record prices fused by European demand
(Peers, C1). Some of the record prices reached in mid-1991 were not reached in common
ground.

New York or London, rather in Rome, Monaco, Geneva, and St. Moritz,

Switzerland.

The renewed financial vigor and the resulting taste of collecting of wealthy

French, Swiss, and especially Italian buyers are driving this current art market (Peers,
8/6/91, C1).
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If applied to the shifting supply and demand hypothesis, it is clearly seen that any
positive factor in the European economy would provoke a buying spree, creating a large
demand __as the Europeans look to reclaim the supply they so heavily liquidated to the
Japanese.

This is once again the continuation of the cycle; a start in the shift once again.

As the supply changes hands once again, this time from the Japanese to the select European
countries once again, the European demand and buying brings the art market to the
forefront again.
To gauge what is the most likely to appreciate in the new market, as well as where
this new market will go, one needs only look at the financial condition of the demand.
Europe's

economic condition is still in confusion, but it has seen some bright spots.

Therefore, the current buying is only geared toward works that the wealthy European
collectors greatly desire.

According to Anthony Phillips, Christie's director of specialist

departments, ''The most successful areas are those with European Underpinnings, such as
the porcelain and French items ... for porcelain bought ten or fifteen years ago. The price
increase is five or ten fold." (Peers, 8/6/91, C13) Also schools of modem painting that have
been historically favored by European collectors, Futurism -- a movement that started in
Italy shortly after the turn of the century and Surrealism -- a movement with its origins in
France, are getting much higher than estimated auction final prices (Peers, 8/6/91, C13).
For an investor to place their bet on the future of this market, decide where the European
economy is heading.

If it remains as it is now, look for selective buying of European

favored works. If the economy re-surges, look for a large shift in supply back to original
European holders.
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Perhaps an overly optimistic, but quite probably view, is a stabilizing of the European
economy with a concurrent resurgence of Japan's financial strength. I don't think there are
a great many businessmen who do not believe that Japan will regain its financial prowess.
When this will happen is the question, and if history and the Japanese culture prove
themselves once again, look for much art buying and a market boom. And if the European
economy can stabilize itself, look for unheard of prices being bid for famous works as well
as investor speculations of any new school, because art will be on top once again in the
supply and demand art market cycle.
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It is becoming all too common for smaller art galleries to fold because of financial
difficulties. Much of the reason for this financial difficulty is based in two factors. The first
is these galleries have tied themselves to the cyclical fluctuations in the art market. In other
words, they make money when the market is good and buyers exist and do not make money
when the market is in a slump. The gallery relies on a big sale to keep feeding off of in
hope of another sale in the near future - a very uneven cash-flow.

Second, too many

galleries are limiting their sales by limiting their markets. In many cases, either forms and
mediums of art are left out, or whole markets such as the middle market are left out.
For a gallery to keep functioning financially, it needs to get away from focusing its
cash-flows on these cyclical revenues as well as look to others forms of art and different
markets to increase its bottom line. In lieu of this, I have focused Section II. on How To
Develop An Art Gallery by focusing on non-traditional art and financial alternatives for
galleries to even out the cash flows of the gallery as well as increase profit margins with the
middle market.
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WORKS THAT ARE NOT MASTERPIECE OILS

Local or Unknown Artists
A very obvious source of larger profit margins comes from featuring talented yet local
or unknown artists. As ridiculous as it sounds for an "art gallery" -- galleries have begun
shying away or scaling down their exhibits of unknown artists. A definite reason for this is
that rent increases for galleries makes it unwise to use up gallery space. Another reason
perhaps, is a budgetary cutback to the search process necessary to find promising talent.
A single find for a gallery and a subsequent signing can bring countless revenues to the
gallery and prosperity for years then on. Even mild receptions bring good profits as margins
for unknown artists can be increased to comply with gallery desires, granted, largely
exhibiting young unknowns is a great risk, but a proper mix of well-known talent with
unknown can leave a good opportunity for the big find and still bring profits in the
meanwhile.
A different angle on the unknown artist search is exhibiting local artists. [See

Illustration 1.J There can be a greater market appeal for popular artists of a particular city
to businesses and individuals who dwell in that city. A distinguishing characteristic of
exhibiting local art is the concept of consignment. Consignment tackles some of the cost
inefficiencies gallery owners face when showing unknown artists. Because of local artists
proximity to dealers and galleries, the artist will readily put their works up for show and not
have to go through the long wait to get an exhibit or gallery showing,. The artist gets the
possibility of selling a work as well as much need showing, while the gallery owner occurs
little risk (Grant, 11).
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The local and unknown market is considered the middle to low end of the art
market, and this market took a beating during the late 1980's slump as collectors and
investors alike were not willing to take a chance on an unproven talent. It used to be that
new collectors would buy the less expensive works to start their collections, but it seems now
that they approach the collecting of art as an investment decision partly because they have
seen prices of all art works fluctuate wildly. They are putting money down on well-known
artists instead of outright buying lesser known artists' works (Grant, 10). If the art market
begins a resurgence, as signs have appeared late in 1991 (Peers, 8/6/91 & 10/27/91, C1),
this middle and lower market will once again become popular to new collectors and
speculative art investors. If a gallery can time their showings just right, they could be in a
very advantageous position when this market comes alive, because as previously stated,
margins on such works are extremely profitable.
Big cities have started annual pushes for their local artists with the idea of bolstering
the culture of their city in addition to the local gallery business. Cities such as Los Angeles,
New York, Boston, and Chicago, etc., have featured annual art exhibitions and fairs, many
with the goal of showcasing local talent (Grant, 10). Examples of such exhibitions include
the largely successful Art Boston; which features works of fifty-four Boston dealers, many
from Boston's famous Newbury Street Galleries; and the Chicago New Art Forms Exposition
which features works of seventy galleries from the midwest and even Canada but in large
from the famous SuHu District and the River North area [see Appendix E).

These

exhibitions help bring the local artists into the public eye and give the profit seeking gallery
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owners the incentive to continue giving them a chance in hope of uncovering the next big
talent hit.
In a 9/25/91 Chicago Tribune special section titled "Inner Canvas, Capturing the
Spirit of Chicago's Artists," a very positive boost is given to the local art market in Chicago
[Illustration I and Appendix D

J.

The clearly displayed section profiles the most popular

Chicago artists and more importantly, states that the local market is reviving and many of
the artists are indeed doing very well. This series of sections seeks to bring the artists to
the public eye and celebrate them as special people in the City of Chicago; it's very nice to
see. In addition, the article reinstates the idea that local art can be a success for city gallery
owners. Writer Patty Carrol states, "We Chicagoans love our own. We generate plays about
a local grocery store bag-boy, just as we enthusiastically applaud the achievement of
Chicago's Nobel Laureates ....

We adore our athletes and coaches;

we follow the

movements of our famous society people; we faithfully read our nationally known newspaper
columnists and film critics; and we're ecstatic about our Blues and Jazz musicians. We are
just as proud of our many galleries and flock to our annual International Art Expo. But
who are our artists?" (Carrol, 13). I see the unknown, and especially the local artist market
as a find too hard for any profit-seeking gallery to pass up, especially when the art market
cycle comes back to prominence.
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1.

Local And Unknown Artists

Right Joseph E Yoakum, Coupe/ow Peak. of
Rockey MIn Range Near Edson of A/berta
Canada by Joseph E. Yoakum September 22,
1969, Carl Hammer Gallery: below Roger
Brown, The Entry of Christ into Chicago in
1976 [1976], Phyllis Kind Gallery

The family tree The entry of the viewer into Chicago art has often been by way of schools or movements.
boundaries. Yoakum's work is a "Naive" source, and Brown's is a sophisticated synthesis of some principal
here, and within the six "affinity families" that follow. can be misleading. as may attempts to see in Chicago
not so much an influence as an inspiration. a model of self-sufficient artistry The city that Brown depicts is
landscape: not a reflection but a re-creation of Chicago

ALL FROM THE PHYLUS KIND GALLERY

But shared concerns cross such
trends. The visual correspondences
art an essence of the city. Yoakum
as fantastic as any Yoakum

IS

ILLUSTRATION I. (Coni.)
Local And Unknown Artists
Roger Brown - " The Daredevil and The Skyscraper" 1981

The irnagt strvcturcd Com« str.ps or srvscrs:»:
provide structires mat can supplant more treaiucr
means of organizing octooe! space The:essen".
flatness of the painted image
remforced by oevices that seem:
be the surface rogetl1er-litera!{y
the case of An Green's Close SMv

Kar! Wilson - "Mllrtian Art Mllde With Prewer Rubber" 1984

Art Green - "Close Shllve" 1980

(Below left) Ray Yoshida - "Pllrtial Evidences" 1973
(Below Right) Christinll RambetJ - "Ticklish Construction" 1974

ALL FROM THE PHYLLIS KIND GALLERY
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Foreign Works
Works of international origin can represent a whole new source of profit for dealers
and possible setup of a new market for them to use. (I would like to make a point of
differentiating this topic from the cultural works discussed in the following section. The
foreign works I talk of here are not cultural works per say, rather in simplification, they are
works done by artists of other countries. They may represent the culture or the happenings
of the country but are more current representations of that culture -- usually in oil painting
or sculpture form -- they are not representation done in the traditional method of the
country. I stress this here because I believe the cultural arts are an untapped market that
needs to be seriously considered in our time. I will give a more complete understanding in
the following section.)
Foreign works in themselves represent an anomaly for our current culture. With the
"opening up" of the world: works that could not have been seen or allowed to be made
public before are being imported all over the world, i.e, Russian, German, Egyptian. Many
of these works are filled with incredible emotion and tell a story of frustration and suffering.
The gallery dealer should see these works as an excellent opportunity.

Buyers will

undeniably purchase these works, perhaps as a window into a different world, or perhaps
to be the first to encounter a new style kept hidden behind government walls. I would like
to focus my discussion on the works currently available from Japan and Russia. (There are
many more countries with incredible works to be seen, i,e, Egypt, India, China, Peru,
Malaysia, Spain, etc., but the quantity of information available on their artists is limited.)
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The phrase --selling works of Japanese artists in the U.S. or Europe-- would figure
to be a confusion of countries, but the fact is, there are many aspects of Japanese works that
appeal to buyers outside Japan. The works evoke a feeling of serenity and peace. There
is not an attempt to make a bold statement or confuse. The hand-painted screens and
framed scrolls tell stories and myths; the beautiful watercolor landscapes are an institution
limited only to the incredibly talented Japanese artists who have had the knowledge passed
down to them. [See Illustration II. J Many corporate heads and executives thoroughly enjoy
the serenity and fulfillment in addition to the beauty that these works can bring to their
homes and work-places. They carry a message but do not boldly evoke it. Another aspect
in favor of Japanese works is that there is a ready supply of them; Japanese collectors have

.

grown tired of them and moved on to European and American artists to add a Western
flavor to their collections.

That's not to say that there are not a great deal of wealthy,

traditional collectors sticking to their countries' artists, exhibiting pride in their art heritage,
but the brunt of big collectors have moved away. According to Brauchli and Ono of the
Wall Street Journal, in Japan, "Contemporary Japanese art ... is so hard to sell that most
popular galleries don't show it ...

critics always say Japanese art has a long way to go to

catch up with western standards." (Brauchli, Ono 7/11/90, A7). As some dealers already
have, it is very easy to get a hold of Japanese inventory and sell the works for very nice
profit margins.

Note that the supply is by no means so great that it will deflate prices.

Rather there are numerous different works out there. The Japanese pride themselves on
not mass producing works -- rather, each piece has its own inspiration and meaning. [Again
Illustration II. J
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The works of Russian artists brings about a whole new fascination to the world's art
market. As the world becomes one; Global; art collectors will make their collections global
__utilize the talent of the world to make a new market. Indeed the Russia of 1991 is in
internal strife, but as any knowledgeable art patron will tell you, the quality and number of
artists found in Russia is only comparable to the present day United States. [See Illustration
111.] The past few years have seen numerous Russian artists defect to the United States,
most with sponsorship from U.S. art galleries (Gamerman, A14).
A June 12, 1990 Wall Street Journal article titled "Soviet Artists in America: Toiling
for Dollars" and a July 31, 1989 McLeans article "Culture of Glasnost" give a perfect
example of the potential of Soviet works for American art galleries (Gamerman, A4)(Y oung,
42-43). The articles paint a picture of Russian artists freed because of Glasnost. Previously,
state sanctioned artists could only sell works to the government, and if their review was bad,
the works were " mowed down by a state-run bulldozer" (Young, 42). The artists are now
free to exhibit their works abroad and travel where they like without having to defect, and
the interest in their work is enormous.

In 1989 and 1990 auctions, both Sotheby's and

Christie's averaged above three times their expected prices from Russian auctions, and
public interest from private galleries from Switzerland to Japan has surpassed all
expectations (Young, 42). [Again Illustration 111.]
The interest in the work stems from the curious seeking to discover what the Russian
art is about and what it is saying. A good comparison would be to say the work of Russian
artists is as unknown to the western world as much of space. As late as 1974, the Russian
government has been dissuading Russian artists from telling the real story (i.e., the "First
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Russian Open Air Exhibition" in Moscow, the government sent in bulldozers and water
trucks to destroy the exhibition (Flam, A14» but now the true story can be seen. Areas of
interest include: the famous 1910-1930 influential Soviet Avant Garde period: Stalin's 1934
"Propaganda" art; the 1960s "Dissident" works; as well as the current Glasnost Posters. As
writer Young states," the history of Soviet art like a classic Russian novel, is steeped in
brilliance and tragedy." (Young, 43).
This is an area of the art world that is quicldy being saturated, yet the profits for the
gallery owner still abound. For the gallery, the process starts with visiting Russia to find
their talented artists and allowing them temporary freedom to travel, paint and exhibit
abroad.

As writer Gamerman says of young artists sought by Ronald Feldman Galleries,

"Ronald Feldman Fine Arts Inc.,...arranged their visas, bought their plane tickets, paid for
their studio and living space and their daily expenses. In return, the gallery will show and
sell the latest works produced here, pocketing 50% of the profits after their expenses ..."
(A4).
There is still so much left to encounter with the artists of Russia and the astute
gallery owner cannot sit still. He/She must continue to search and research the potential
of this new opening of the art world.
Self-Taught Artists
20th century "Self-Taught Artists", as the title implies, are not graduates of art
schools; they are, however, the vast majority of the art genre. Many of the popular selftaught artists are individuals whose art emanated in the late 1800's to the early depression
era 1900's. Their works depict the struggle of the common man, his hardships, and more
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often, the hardships the artists themselves went through, as well as what their art meant for
their lives. I will describe a few of the more prominent self-taught artists later in the text.
I must state that this section was included to show the extremes of opportunities
available to the gallery owner. There are vast amounts of works available for showing, yet
galleries seem to place limitations on what they show and pass up different revenue
possibilities.

With the prices for works by well-known artists (i.e. Jasper Johns, Pablo

Picasso, Salvador Dali, the masters, etc.) skyrocketing, perhaps it is time to consider the
middle market's buying power a little more. Self-taught art is indeed a very appreciative
medium of the common man that can be bought at moderate prices. It is still possible to
buy quality "self-taught" works for $1,500-$5,000 and proclaimed "masterpiece" Self-Taught
works have sold as high as $60,000 (DuBois, 42)
There is a very good chance for a gallery to capture a buyers niche with self-taught
art. This medium could perhaps become the expression of the 1990's person. A person who
has seen the extreme excessiveness and materialism of the 1980's and now looks for
something with more feeling, more humanity. Self-taught art is this medium. It is up to the
gallery owner's discretion to decide what the next generation of art buyers will admire, and
self-taught art could be the choice.
Randall Morris -- owner of Calvin-Morris Galleries which specialize in self-taught art
__states, "If you define art, you've already defined self-taught art. most of the world makes
self-taught art. Trained art is just a little chamber of art, like chamber music. What we're
dealing with is 95% of the art that's always been here and always will be. It's our culture
that has ignored it." (DuBois, 42).
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To understand the "humanity" that self-taught art brings to view, one must understand
its origin as well as its creator.
It is not the technique of the work that makes it a valuable.

It is the story and

.

emotion that it brings forth.

I hope the reader will one day get a chance to view a

collection of self-taught art and see for themselves how every piece exudes this.
Some of the more prolific self-taught artists include Bill Traylor, Martin Ramirez, and
Joseph Yoakum.

Bill Traylor was born a slave in 1854 on a plantation in Alabama.

In

1939, at the age of 85, he sat down on a sidewalk and just began drawing -- sometimes on
cardboard.

He hung these works on his fence and sold them to passers by for 10-25 cents

apiece. A young Montgomery, Alabama artist discovered his works and tried to get interest
generated. Traylor died in 1947, after drawing for only three years. During his lifetime he
had two showings in the early 1940's. The young Montgomery, Alabama artist owned almost
1,500 of Traylor's works. In 1982, the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington organized a
show titled "Black Folk Art in America 1930 - 1980". A Traylor original was on the cover
of the catalogue. From then on Traylor's works have skyrocketed as the popularity of his
depiction of feeling and hardship grew. Please note the one work illustrated here by Bill
Traylor "Black Horse, Red Rider." [Illustration w.] (DuBois,42)

Works by Ramirez and

Yoakum enjoyed similar rises. tin Ramirez was born in 1885 in Jalisco, Mexico. In 1893,
he was diagnosed as catatonic.

While at a State Hospital, he began to make intricate

drawings on any available paper. In 1968, chicago artist Jim Nutt learned of Ramirez and
began showing his works which have now steadily gained popularity -- rising from values of
$250 to $12,000 currently. Joseph Yoakum was more prolific than Ramirez in terms of
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Jon Serl - "Untitled, Women with Flowers"

Joseph Yoakum - "View of the Arctic Ocean"
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Bill Traylor - "Black Horse, Red Rider"

Artist Unknown

Mose Tolliver - "Self Portrait"

Gregory Van Maanen - "Head With Trees"
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medium. He used pencil, pastels, and watercolor to portray his incredible landscapes. born
in 1886 on a Navajo reservation in Arizona, he joined a circus at age 16 and traveled the
world. In 1962, at age 76, he began drawing while in Chicago where he died ten years later.
His works have risen to the $8,500 range.

(DuBois, 42)

[See Illustration Jv., &

Illustration L J
More contemporary self-taught artists included Jon Sed and Moses Tolliver. Sed,
from upstate new York, was a vaudeville and Hollywood performer and began painting of
his experiences in 1950. Tolliver, born in 1915 in Alabama was a construction worker until
his legs were crushed by an industrial accident. He began painting in 1973. Prices for their
works currently run from $125 to $900.
With these descriptions, it is easy to see the appeal the works of these artists can
have. They are a true part of Americana, and if marketed right, can definitely help any
gallery with profits as well as social and cultural awareness and maybe take part in the new
1990's art market.
Student Works
One of the biggest questions any gallery owner faces with student work is Should I,
and if so, how much should I show? Works of students studying art at colleges forms an
incredible, almost unimaginable supply of art. The confusion for show stems from deciding
which works are going to sell and if they are done with enough painstaking care to merit
themselves as true works of art and not as quick school projects.
There is definitely a market out there for student works, be it the collector looking
for the next big talent, or the semi-collector or new collector looking to start, to even the
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socially conscious corporation willing to advertise is support of young america. The trick
for the gallery owner is to find the students who are serious about their work and their
future and ones that will dedicate themselves to their work and the gallery. Once found,
the gallery owner can be rewarded in a number of ways. First, without question, the works
can be shown cheaply as the student is very hard-pressed for a sale and show after spending
all of their money on supplies, etc. Also, if the young artist is talented, word can spread to
collectors who will buy with future hopes, thus bringing the gallery owner, who has the artist
under contract, hugs profit margins. Obviously, one student will not be able to alternate the
time to exclusively paint under contract, so the gallery owner must spread the wealth and
find similar others once he finds his market. The supply is there, the gallery must create
the demand.
This is a very tricky subject because of all the questions involved, the gallery owner
can not go to any extremes without exposing risk, but at the same time, if marketed right,
could reap profits and perform a social responsibility to new, young talent.

I believe there

is a vast potential for selling the needy student works -- of the serious art student __to
corporations and mass buyers.

Corporations are definitely looking for ways to portray

themselves as socially aware and hanging and exhibiting student works in their headquarters
is a way to do that (Pulley, 22).
A gallery could even out cash flow problems by stemming their business to deal with
large corporations on a sort of "'interior decorating" basis. Sell the businesses student works
using the "socially conscience" angle and then perhaps, sneak some other exhibits of the
gallery in as well.
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OTHER ART FORMS AS ALTERNATIVES
Photo~aphy
The work of famous photographers, since the discovery of the camera, has made a
pictorial representation of our century. Works depicted in magazines such as Life presented
everyday man with views of historical events that were taking place in our world. Events
such as the Depression, World War I, the Holocaust, World War IT, etc. The mid 1900's,
with these events, showed the significance of photography as an art form because brutal
reality and heart-wrenching emotion could be shown without an artist's imagination and
brush-strokes; yet until recent times, photography was not given the appreciation it deserved.
Now that the idea of a "new" invention is not our normal assumption of photography, one
can sit down and see the beauty, realism, and emotion that a professional photographer's
eye can bring forth. Now, museums such as the New York Museum of Modern Art and
corporations renowned for their art patronage such as Ford Motor Company, have taken
photography as an art form seriously and in the process have boosted the price of photos
as well as raised a consciousness.
According to the June 14, 1990, issue of the Wall Street Journal, current asking prices
for works of prominent photographers can range from $1,000 to $10,000, as opposed to the
$100 to $1,000 range of the 1980's. Works of photographers Robert Mapplethorpe, Alfred
Stieglitz, Man Ray, Magaret Bourke-White, William Wegman, and Cindy Sherman, etc., are
works that have rapidly appreciated over the past few years. The most highly sought-after
works are those printed during the artist's lifetime and signed as part of a limited edition
(Peers, C9) [Illustration V.J.
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A definite sign of the new prominence of photography as an art form was seen in late
1990 auctions at Sotheby's, Christie's, and New York's Swann Galleries. Of the 43 top lots
of photographic series offered for auction, all but three sold above their highest pre-sale
estimates. A good number of them sold for double or triple their estimates. A group of 21
photos by Alfred Stieglitz sold for a record $396,000 (Peers, 6/14/90, C9).
What is hopefully evident here is that a new market has been formed--one where the
seller, the gallery owner-- can market high quality art that is much more abundant than oils
of prominent artists and also, perhaps find the budding photographer whose eye can bring
incredible appreciation to the gallery willing to put up the risk. The same can hold true for
the buyer (demand side) of photographic works. Highly sought works can still be purchased
for an affordable $20,000, or when a buyer noticing something special in a particular
photographer's works, and purchases this individual's works for this reason as most serious
collectors do, perhaps they have discovered the next rising star.
This new market has opened up an affordable way for the everyday art buyer to
purchase works of beauty and give the gallery owner a new market of buyers to help with
their profit margin.
If not the photographic depiction of the world, perhaps a Polaroid of your favorite
master painting for under $2,000?
With a slightly different angle, according to the July 19, 1990, issue of the Wall Street
Journal, a room-sized camera developed by Polaroid in 1976 for annual shareholder
presentations,
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reproduce popular masterpiece oils (Gamerman, 8). Perhaps a new market for the gallery
owner to exploit has been found?
The photographic replica reproduces every dab of color, brush-stroke and crack. The
colors and textures of the painting are so closely matched because of this incredible
technology, the photo can look almost three-dimensional.

Writer Gamerman states that

some paintings replicate better than others, such as Van Gogh's 'The Sea at Saintes-Maries"
($4S0) because of its heavy brush-strokes, but Renoir's "The Actress Jeanne Say" ($495) will
not because of its delicate pastels.

These photo replicates may be as close as some

individuals may be able to get to these beautiful works because of where they are located,
or as in many cases, because they are kept in storage and not hung in galleries or museums.
The museums that own the works receive a royalty fee for allowing the replication.
Boston's Museum of Fine Arts sells the replicas in its own gift shop and according to the
manager, the shop netted $50,000 from replicas of the museum's Monet exhibit. Other
museums are not so open with this process but are slowly following suit as an income
alternative presents itself. Also, galleries and museums alike are beginning to hang these
works as sources for exhibitions (Gamerman, AS).
Poster Art
Before Michael Jordan and Bo Jackson or even radio jingles began advertising
product slogans, there was the poster. A beautiful graphic image portraying date, event,
place, etc. could be first found in the mid-19th century in the streets of Europe and then
gradually to the streets of American cities in the form of colorful circus billboards. As their
popularity grew, they began to advertise dance and musical events, travel, bicycles, perfumes,
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foods and beverages, but little did these early artists realize the enthusiasm their works
would draw some fifty odd years later.
The mid-1900's works of artists such as Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Jules Cheret,
Pierre Bonnard, and in the United States, Harper's Magazine's Edward Penfield and Will
Bradley, set up a precedence art form for the great poster (pop) artists of our time: Andy
Warhol, Jasper Johns, Claus Olden berg, and Frank Stella. {Illustration V. & Illustration VIII.}
For those who question the validity of the poster as a form of art, they only need
research the work of originator Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec.
branded

Until 1950 he had been

as a poster artist, but gradually his works became regarded

as highly as

contemporary Impressionists. Collectors began to appreciate the brilliance of his colors, his
use of contrast,his sense of composition, and his compelling renderings of his subjects - often
theater people (Markoustas, 10). In a 1988 Sotheby's auction, Toulouse-Lautrec's

20 3/4

x 16 inch original lithograph of "Clownesse Assise" sold for $300,000, twice as much as
expected (Markoustas, 10). However,Toulouse-Lautrec

was just one of the artists, known

for their imaginative use of color, typography, and composition, making posters in the last
century.
To the gallery owner, poster art should represent the art that is tied to the middle
class yet still regarded well by the upper class collector. The poster makes the new and
unexperienced gallery goer comfortable because it is not an intimidating type of work, but
it still represents a high quality piece of work that the gallery owner will be proud to display.
Once again, the goal here is to capture the middle market and to increase profits. Most are
not expensive to buy; a 1920 Liqueur poster by an unknown Parisian might be available for
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$400, a real good Belle Epoque poster for between $1,500 and $3,000, and a Martini and
Rossi poster by cello Dudovich for $3,500 (Markoustas, 14).
Although posters are in much demand because of their limited availability, especially
from the Art Deco, Baby-boomers, and middle market collectors; finding quality inventory
is becoming challenging, but experts say the outlook for collectors is excellent and that
posters are definitely beyond a trend (Markoustas, 14). Please note from the illustrations
how the posters exude a clarity and beauty, representing their time period as only the poster
can.
Antiques
The market and investment potential of antiquities has been present and commonly
known for a great while. The common connotation referred to when talking about antiques
heralds images of antique furniture or nostalgia. The market for such antiquities is vastly
covered by specialized boutiques and resales. I feel if would be a stretch for a gallery to try
to exploit any profit margins for antiquities in competition with smaller, established dealers
whose overhead costs are much lower. But in my ever-present suggestion of the new gallery
to increase and subsequently diversify its profit margins, antiques such as these can be
considered.
Another connotation for antiquities, however, according to Sotheby's Holdings, Inc.,
can indeed become a profitable endeavor for a gallery. Sotheby's expects a new trend to
emerge in the Greek and Roman antiquities sector--marble and bronze statues and vases
of about 2,000 years ago specifically. The market for these particular antiquities appears
ready to emerge as long-time collectors William and Nelson Hunt, the one time Dallas
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billionaires, look to liquidate their collection and once again bring breadth to this market.
New collectors like Wall Street Raider Asher Edelman as well as large firms such as Merrill
Lynch are definitely eyeing the investment potential of the antiquities market.

Merrill

Lynch has invested almost $5 million with its "Athena Il" art partnership in vases, bronzes,
and marble sculptures, betting the prices of these rare antiquities are highly undervalued.
(Peers, 6/14/91, C9). While not a middle market, antiquities are a different show for most
galleries and a form of art that must be looked into. H interest has spread through the high
end of the market, perhaps there is a middle market of more recent, less costly works,
emerging as well. [See Illustration VII]
Mass Market Lithographs
There

is definitely some life left in this extremely "80's-art deco" market.

Contemporary lithographs offer another avenue for dealer and galleries to pierce the section
of the population that cannot afford a Northern Renaissance Master, etc. To produce a
lithograph, artists will make a master "print" and with modem graphic RRT techniques, 300
or so (maintaining scarcity) high quality prints will be produced. The gallery or dealer will
have a new artist "under contract" to produce these works and preserve their exclusiveness
while providing the artist with a set salary. Galleries have been able to achieve $5 million
in revenues, before expenses, from a dozen original works. (Schifria 123)
The biggest names in the lithograph market are indeed very popular with the current
generation and some of their names are as common as those of movie stars. Examples
include Andy Warhol, Roy lichtenstein,

Salvador Dali, Marc Chagall, Joan Miro, Peter

X,

etc. (Peers, 6/14/91, C1). [See Illustration VII]
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The investment potential for such works is questionable, prices ranging from $300 to
$100,000, but the dealer is always guaranteed a good profit and the buyer at least a
wonderful decorative piece.
A 1988 article in Forbes Magazine profiles the potential of lithographs to a gallery,
naming in particular tin Lawrence limited Editions Gallery (22 stores), Chicago-based
Circle Fine Arts Corp. and New York-based Dyansen Corp. (both with around 60 branch
galleries)--all publicly traded galleries. tin Lawrence limited Editions earned roughly $3.3
million after taxes on sales of $23 million in 1987, a 14% profit gin (better than mM's).

tin

Lawrence Gallery has the feel of a Miami Vice set and markets "limited Edition" graphics
and lithographs done by currently hot artists with catchy styles. One must understand that
the profits for galleries from the works comes from their initial price, not their future
investment potential such as a Renoir; therefore, because these works have a very strong
market, there is a vast profit potential because of current sales. Profits are not lost if the
work does not reach its "asked" price; it's more of a retail item. The gallery will sell as
many as 500 copies of Warhol's, Dali's, Miro's, etc. to their cliental of doctors, lawyers, and
young executives (Schifria, 125). Since there is more of a retail touch to this market, much
can be done to accommodate the buyer and induce a sell such as credit plans and monthly
payments, or one-year trade-in plans. As stated previously, the chain will usually deal with
an artist exclusively, be it a new found up-an-comer or an Erte. From 12 paintings might
come 5,000 or more limited Edition lithographs selling for $1,000 apiece, or $5 million in
revenues.
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Cartoon Cels
As preposterous as it sounds, animated eels from cartoon features sueh as those made
by Disney films, have found a niche in the art market. There are quite a few galleries that
have focused their showings on cartoon eels, Cels are hand painted Cellulose Nitrate or
acetate sheets -- called eels -- used to make feature length animated movies and cartoons.
These and other background art used to make these movies have made a run at value
appreciation on scale with the late 1980's masterpiece boom. In a November 1988 Christie's
Animated Art auction in New York, two 1934 Walt Disney black and white hand painted
eels used to make an early Mickey Mouse cartoon -- "Orphan's Benefit" -- sold for well over
$100,000, and in 1990, a eel from that same feature sold to a private dealer for $450,000
(Beals, 12). In fact, there are a good number of eels currently fetching six figure sums, but
the majority range to lower current values. Mickey Mouse eels, and others from the 1930's
to the 1950's, usually sell for $15,000 to $40,000 at auctions while recent releases such as
eels from "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?" are sold by Disney from between $1,500 to $3,000
apiece.
The largest animated art gallery is run by Mike Hanna out of BPAmerican building
in cleveland. A smaller seale, town shop was just recently opened by Jim and tracy Lentz
in Downtown Barrington, Illinois. Hanna, who operates on a much larger price scale $1,000 and up - incurred sales of $400,000 in 1989 (Beals, 12). The Lentz, whose prices
range is from $50 to $3,000 , have stated that sales are very good as well (Masek, 1).
Both dealers list reasons as to why animated eels have increased in investment
potential and dealer appeal. Lentz states that, "Its like owning a piece of a film -- I think
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its great owning an original Bugs Bunny, its pure Americana ... the work stands the test of
time" (Masek, 1). Hanna reiterates these feelings yet expounds on them by stating that he
does not feel the demand is at all temporary.

He states, "It is a situation created by the

simple law of supply and demand, as time passes and the eels get rarer, we will see eels
that are bought for $3,000 or so go for $30,000 "(Beals,12).

Collectors are willing to pay

top dollar for early animated art and are realizing the investment potential of current movie
eels as well. Hanna points to the possible "Yuppie" factor, as these individuals remember
their childhoods and the heavy promotion geared upon them from Disney, as factors to
increased demand. Also, as we see vast fluctuations in the stock and fixed income markets,
tangible investments become one of the few to gain value (Beals, 12).
From the dealers viewpoint, animated cartoon eels have very good profit potential.
Animated houses such as Walt Disney, will sell animated eels directly to dealers at prices
ranging from $1,500 to $3,000 apiece and few dealers are stocking their inventories as supply
wanes (Beals, 12). Another factor is the relatively few dealers out there, maybe one in each
metropolitan city. So once again I reiterate the possibility for increased margins, especially
as inventory values rapidly appreciate while creating a new middle market of customers.
[See Illustration IX]

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ARTS AND RELICS
For the purpose of increasing profits of galleries, I believe the idea of cultural and
religious arts and relics is the most sound, yet unprecedented one. It is extremely rare to
find a galleries selling the works associated with the various cultures we have on this planet.
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These are the types of works that can be very appealing to the middle class because they
should not be extremely expensive, but they will still be appealing to the upper division
buyer because of the intrinsic culturalism they bring to a collection. Some works that the
U.S. market has adapted to very quickly that have originated from cultural beliefs include;
the porcelain pieces of China from historic dynasties as well as current artistic renditions;
Asian rugs, popular ones include Tribal rugs from Persia, particularly Kilims of Qashqa'i and
the Turkoman rugs from the nomadic tribes in central Asia who made them only for
ceremonial purposes, have sold for upwards of $135,000 (Lecky, 3); and more indiscreet, a
popular find in some households are African Tribesman relics. This is a vastly untouched
market and a st dealer will recognize this. There are no limits to what one can find by
traveling the world; ancient customs abound from Tibet to Mexico City, all making
ceremonial relics that the western world needs to view. [It is without question that we are
a more global nation now than any time in the past and our interest in the different cultures
that are our neighbors should and will become part of our lives.

Please

note

the

illustrations of Native India Art to Asia Indian Art as examples of the variations available
with this form of art. [See Illustration X
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ILLUSTRATION X.
Cultural And Religious Arts & Relics

Sakyamuni

Buddha

Benin head

Bust of a king

Scribe

Navaho Artist: N.cklAce (Squash Blossom) - length 15 inch ••
Collection of the M •••...". of the Amer/Clln Indian, NY
Artist Unknown: Ho...,Ie kachina ""II - Hopi Induln
Co/lectWn of the M •••••••••of the Amer/Clln Indian, NY

The Design, Development and Rnancing of an Art Gallery

The purpose of this section is to bring light to the various income alternatives,
besides shows and exhibitions for sale, available to galleries.

As stated throughout this

study, current profit margins and sales for traditional art galleries have been slimming and
because gallery cash flows are very uneven, galleries are hurting financially. Therefore,
maybe it's time for the gallery to look elsewhere for profits to hedge against declining art
sales and slimmer margins and even out their cash flow stream. Current strategies include
gallery shops, digital art, and resale art.
GALLERY SHOPS
Gallery shops are areas within a gallery (or museum -- where they originated) where
various, modestly priced, art

novelty items and souvenirs are sold.

The art museum,

because of nationwide funding cuts, has been forced to self-fund and the gallery shop is now
one of the largest sources of non-federal revenue available to the museum (McLaughlin,
22). If one happens to wander into a large art museum, he will more than likely see the
museum shop within 100 yards of the entrance and this area will have the largest group of
people gathered there. Novelty items sold atthese shops range from small art key-chains
to picture books to digital replicas. The number of items found at these shops relating to
art is usually in the 300 range.

A gallery could definitely add to its bottom line by

designating a small portion of its gallery to such a shop. If image is not the largest concern,
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a gallery ship has been shown to draw the middle market in as well as make average
collectors comfortable.

I believe it is time for the suffering gallery to forego the elusive

"prestige" it believes to be so important and use methods such as gallery shops to bring in
ongoing sales revenue to hedge against usual sales fluctuations and bring in normal sales
revenues.
Resale Art Gallen
A resale art gallery specializes in, as the name implies, the selling of art for collectors
and investors. Along the same lines as the gallery shop, the reselling of art is an excellent
way for galleries to bring exclusive works in and add on to their bottom line. Surprisingly,
there are extremely few galleries that will resell art, instead leaving this niche market wide
open to specialty resale art galleries (Brown, 18). It looks as though the same stigma found
in shying away from the exclusive sale of works by opening a gallery shop, applies to the
resale of art. The reselling of art does not fit the image of the prestigious art gallery which
prides itself on featuring exclusive shows and finds. An article in the Entrepreneurs

section

of The Business Journal titled "Turk aims to paint a Niche with Resale Art Gallery" will
definitely prove that getting into resale art is an advantageous move for any gallery. (Brown,
18).
Ross Turk opened the Sacramento Resale gallery on early 1988 and is currently
providing a lesson to all gallery owners on how to fill a niche in the art scene.

Writer

Brown sums up this niche, " Local collectors with art to sell have traditionally been pretty
much on their own. Big-city auction houses typically hawk only very valuable works, and
private dealers are difficult to find without connections. Consequently, there are few resale
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(Brown, 18). Turk's estimates of 1989 resale art figures hover around

between the $3 million to $4 million range annually,

A gallery finding a niche in this

market could profit handsomely.
A description of the resale art business and Sacramento Resale Gallery figures
follow. The process starts with works taken purely on consignment.

The gallery owner

decides which works to take and which not to, for he/she is solely responsible for selling the
piece. Turk will usually let the owner give a starting price and then tell them if it is too
high or low. In addition, consignees must insure their own art works, but Turk will add his
additional inventory insurance on. Also the gallery owner and the seller split the five
percent fee that is, by law, to go to the original artist under the State Resale Royalties Act.
Turk takes a commission of about thirty percent, which is about average for the resale
market. This is much lower than the 50-60 percent auction houses will take, and for works
not anticipating incredible demand, and resulting price bid-ups, this gin could be significant.
Currently Turk gets 25 to 30 inquiries a month from prospective sellers, and only accepts
ones he knows he can profit on. (Brown, 18).
For the astute gallery owner, the resale of art can be a riskless way to bring in
exclusive works, add to inventory, and not face any risk. It seems like a pure middle-man
profit play if the owner accepts works he/she knows will sell. Getting your name in there
as a primary resaler will bring the big sellers in, and the owner can walk away with a thirty
percent commission without any personal risk, just like the big auction houses have been
doing for decades.
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DIGITAL ART
The concept of digital art is started by billionaire computer genius William Gates,
the founder of Microsoft corporation.

His start up firm -- Interactive Home Systems -- is

buying non-exclusive rights to display the digital images of original art works (currently
masterpieces) on new, high-definition video displays (Perry, 14). This idea brings in the
larger picture of other ways to profit form the selling of original art. Since this technology
and idea are near the front edge, there is no way of knowing what formalities or litigation
might be involved. However, a reasonable assumption would involve the artist and gallery
owner signing an agreement to allow digital representation

of the work for commercial

purposes based on the artists acknowledgements and the gallery owner or dealers contacts.
This is by no means a mass production of the original work -- the artist will o.k. a
representation -- instead, it is a way to bring additional revenues from a pre-sold piece of
art whose only value would originally stem from its outright sale. The artist's reliance to the
gallery owner will rely on his/her ability to push the commercial value of his patrons's work.
If the combination of dealer-artist is good, this arrangement can bring up-front revenues in.
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--Pablo Picasso

us noces de Pierrette

48,900,000

Picasso

A u Lapin Agile

37,000,000

Edouard Manet

Rue Mosnier aux draeaux

24,000 ,000

Picasso

Le miroir

24,000 ,000

Wllim de Kooning

Interchange

18,800,000

Vincent Van Gogh

Le vieil If

18,500,000

Picasso

Mere et enfant

17,000,000

Paul Cezanne

Pommes et seviette

15,600,000

Francesco Guardi

The Giudccce Canal, Venice

14,000,000

Picasso

La famille de 1'arlequin

14,000 ,000

Source: In.titutiOQA/ Investor,
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ARTMARKET
hc great art market boom that began thrce years ago
shows distinct signs of nagging. Sky-high prices for
individual paintings were chalked up again this fall. and
well-publicized international auctions brought a host of record
sales. But there is a widespread feeling - not of dismay but of
concern - that the exceptional days of the market may be
behind us.
Analysis of the selling season. which traditionally begins in
September. shows a number of major paintings that did not sell
at auction for their expected prices and a higher percentage than
in reccnt years of paintings that failed to sell at all. Dealers
report increasing "selectivity"
in buying. always a sign of a
weakening market.
American and European buying seems to be slowing down.
leaving the market more dependent than ever on Japanese support. Indeed. the Japanese presence is imperative. Given the
notorious secrecy of the art world. exact proportions of buying
arc difficult to come by. but figures from the major fall auctions
in New York in mid-November
- when Sotheby's
and
Christie's sold more than $500 million worth of paintings and
sculpture - show that Japanese buyers accounted for about
$240 million. American buyers carne second and Europeans
third. Although the Japanese did not buy the largest number of
works. they tended to buy thc more expensive.
Major Japanese buyers included the Fujii Gallery. Askn
International and Shigcki Karncyarna of thc Mountain Tortoise
Gallery, all of Tokyo. Askn International is controlled by Tokyo
financier Yasumichi Morishita. who recently bought a 7 percent
stake in Christie's. Thc firm spent more than $50 million at
sales in Ncw York in two days in November. Purchases from
dealers are believed to have been equally impressive. Overall.
most observers believe. the Japanese share of the art market is
30 to 40 percent of the dollar value.
Recent Japanese interest in Contemporary art is fueling high
prices in that field. but the primary interest is in Impressionist
and Post-Impressionist art - Picasso. Monet. Renoir. They also
want the second-level Post-Impressionist
painters - Maurice
Utrillo. Paul Signac, Maurice de Vlaminck - and prices reflect
their enthusiasm.
Opinion is divided as to the causes of slippage in the market.
Some dealers and auction-house experts believe that high prices
in the last three years have led owners to place unrealistic expectations on their pictures. while others believe that there is simply

T

Signs of
a slowdown
Worrisome indications are shaking
confidence in the art market among
Americans and Europeans. But the
Japanese are buying more than ever.
BY JERRY E. PATTERSON

too much on olTer. Most of the keenly collected nineteenth- and
twentieth-century artists were extremely prolific: Sales containing eight or ten major Monets or half a dozen Andy Warhols
may be more than meeting the demand. Others say bluntly of an
artwork, "If the Japanese don't like it, forget it."

A

merican
art collector
and philanthropist Paul Mellon bought Edouard
Manet's Rue Mosnier
aux drapeaux
(left) in 1958 for $318,400. In November
the Getty Museum paid $24 million for it.
Another Manet, La promenade, was sold
by Australian businessman Alan Bond for
$13.5 million. Just six years earlier he had
bought it for $3.6 million from the Mellon
collection, which had acquired it in 1958
for $251,000. In 1987 Bond was the buyer
of the world's most expensive painting,
Vincent van Gogh's Irises, at Sotheby's
New York for $49 million. He has not
completed payment: the proceeds from La
promenade are being applied to his debt.
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I

n 1891
Claude Monet exhibited at a
Paris gallery 30
paintings
of
haystacks
studied at various
seasons
and
times of the day.
Twenty
were
sold to Ameri,..
.
.
cans, who were ":';~~."i·.L -0. .• ,;'' ' ~;-,~.~~.,~,:!t~~"~~·"L~·
collecting the Impressionists
much more
avidly than were Europeans. One of the
studies later belonged to Campbell Soup
Co. heir John Dorrance Jr. After his death
this year, Meules, effet de neige, Ie matin
(above) sold for $7.75 million to American
collector Henry de Kwiatkowski. Of Dorrance's eight other Monets, four were
bought by Tokyo dealer Kiyotaka Kori,
bidding for Aska International, including
Bords de la Seine. un coin de berge, That
painting, which brought $160,000 in 1970,
sold to Kori for $3.4 million.

I

n the last decade more than
1,000 works by Pierre-Auguste
Renoir have been sold at auction for
a total of more than $300 million.
High prices this year have reflected
Japanese buying and strong underbidding. Gabrielle au chapeau de
.••·JI..,.,.,..,~t.'1
paille (right), a portrait of his son's
nurse, a favorite model, brought
~"~. ',,;>.-; . $6.2 million, and another Gabrielle
- •...•.•~ sold to Aska International for $4.2
million. The most expensive Renoir
Solheby'$
so far this season is La liseuse, at
$13 million.

T

o add Vincent
van Gogh's Portrait of Joseph ROIiIiIl,
his
postman
and
friend, to its collection,
New
York's
Museum of Modern
Art sold a Picasso, a
Giorgio
de Chirico
and a Pier Mondrian
for a total of nearly
$10 million at auction
and traded four other
paintings
to Swiss
dealers Thomas Ammann anolErnst Beye ler. The museum
refuses to say what the
van Gogh cost, but
informed
guesses
range around $50 million. Paul Mellon's
van Gogh, Le vleit If
(left), sold for $1 !I.5 .
million to the Nehrnad
brothers, London and
Geneva dealers.

P
Pommes et servi-

aul Cezanne's
still-Ii
fe

ette sold in 1960

T

he Getty Museum, one of the most
aggressive purchasers of art in the
world, has also become a seller, disposing
at auction of fifteen Impressionist
and
Post-Impressionist
works in order to
"refine" its holdings. According to the
museum, "All the paintings for sale have
been overshadowed by more recent ucquisitions from the same period." The most
important work sold was Paul Gauguin's
I·elil Uretun U I'oie (above), acquired as
recently as 19M3, which sold somewhat
below its presale estimate at $6.36 million
to Aska International.
326 JANUARY
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for $200,000,
in
1981 for $I./i million and this November for $15.6
million, a record
for
the
artist.
Among the other
Post-Impressionists, Japanese buyers
especially
..
Chn>~.·.
sought Paul Signac, Maurice Utrillll and Maun~e d.e Vlaminck.
A view of the Seine painted during Ylaminc], s Fauve period
early in this century sold for $4 million in May of 19~K Th.is
fall a companion piece, La Seine II Chalou (above), painted 10
1906, made a record for the anist at $6.5 million.

Vincent Van Gogh

Portrait of Dr. Gscbet

75,000,000

Pierre Renoir

Au Moulin de La Gelette

71,000,000

Vincent Van Gogh

SeJf Portrait

24,000,000

Pablo Picasso

Les Tuileries

21,625,000

Wassily Kandinsky

Fugue

19,000,000

Renoir

Ieune iille avec chat

16,500,000

Edouard Manet

Le bane

15,000,000

Marc Chagall

Anniverssire

13,500,000

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec

Mlle. Jeanne Fontaine

11,800,000

Amedeo Modigliani

Belle epiciere

10,950,000

Source:

InStitutiOIUl/ Investor, January 1991
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A chill in the air
Not even the presence of the free-spending Japanese can mask the fact
that the international art market is cooling rapidly.
BY JERRY E. PATTERSON

Sun tory Co. paid nearly $ \0 million
rt dealers and auction houses
for the Philip Granville collection of
in the U.S. and Europe do
4,000 modem posters, which are to
not like to contemplate an
be shown in a museum built for the
art market without Japanese dealers
The following is a list of the most expensive paintings company's collection in Osaka.
and collectors. who now account for
sold at auction in the spring and summer of 1990.
The spring and summer art seaabout 60 percent of the sales of
son saw record prices for artists fahigh-priced Impressionist, Post-ImVincent van Gogh, Portrait of
vored by the Japanese.
It also
pressionist and Contemporary art.
Dr. Paul-Ferdinand Gachet
$75,000,000
featured one of the largest art transJapanese collections, many of them
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Au Moulin
actions in history, when the conthe property of hanks and other
71,000,000
de La Galette
tents of the Pierre Matisse Gallery
businesses with corporate museums,
24,000,000
Van Gogh, Self-portrait
in New York were sold upon the
now contain seven of the ten most
21,625,000
Pablo Picasso, Les Tuileries
death of the dealer, son of Henri
expensive paintings ever sold at
19,000,000
Wassily Kandinsky, Fugue
Matisse, not to the Japanese but to
auction.
16,500,000
Renoir, Jeune fille avec chat
Sotheby's, the auction house, and
At a sale in London of Impres15,000,000
Edouard Manet, Le bane
William Acquavella, a New York
sionist paintings, five of the six top
13,500,000
Marc Chagall, Anniversaire
dealer. The joint venture
paid
works went to Japanese bidders.
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Fille la
11,800,000
$142.8
million
for
2,300
paintings
Two Tokyo dealers spent more than
[ourrure, Mlle. Jeanne Fontaine
and sculptures by Joan Miro, Marc
$60 million at two successive
Amedeo Modigliani, Belle epiciere
10,950,000
Chagall, Alberto Giacometti and
evening auctions in New York. And
other modem artists. Many of the
a Japanese businessman in one week
works,
it
is
believed,
arc
being
offered to Japanese collectors.
bought the two most expensive paintings ever sold, for a total of
But there were some ominous developments at the end of the
nearly $150 million. Impressive sales were also made privately:

A

The top ten paintings

a

A decade of art prices
van Goghs brought a total of
en years ago, when Institutional
$274,591,700.)
Thirty Old Masters
Investor began surveying the art
have made the list, but only three have
market, the million-dollar painting
more than one entry: J.M.W. Turner
was a rarity; our first survey, in 1980,
and Andrea Mantegna with three enlisted just fourteen sold at auction for
tries each and Rembrandt with two.
$1 million or more that year. During
Seventeen American painters have
the recession of 1981-1982,
the
number shrank to six. The
market rose slowly until Renoir: Most popular with collectors
three years ago, when it exploded; now as many as 50
paintings in a single sale
bring more than $1 million.
We have listed 292 top
paintings in our annual and
semiannual surveys. The
artist leading in number of
entries is Pierre-Auguste
Renoir,with 33 paintings,followed by Claude Monet (29),
Pablo Picasso (24), Vincent
van Gogh (19), Edgar Degas
and Paul Cezanne (14 each)
and Amedeo Modigliani (13).
(The Renoirs sold for a total
of $191,721,480, while the
The Bettmann

T

been listed, headed by Willem de
Kooning (with six entries), Mary Cassatt and Jasper Johns (three each)
and Jackson Pollock (two).
The lists faithfully reflect the tastes
of an international audience of art collectors, especially Japanese collectors, whose emergence as the
mainstay of the art market has
been the major phenomenon of
the last three years. Other developments include the unquestioned supremacy of modern art
(89 of the top 100 paintings sold
at auction were painted after
1870), the rise of New York as
the chief art center of the world
(two thirds of the top lots are
now sold there) and the decline
of London, a new liveliness in
the French art market and the
selling by an unprecedented
number of American public museums - more than 100 this
year - of paintings from their
"permanent" collections.
Archive
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traditional an season in August (Institutional Investor, August
1990). In London a major sale of Impressionist paintings, expected to bring $94 million to $122 million, brought $31 million; in
Paris 219 paintings out of an offered 380 failed to sell. In New
York, at a sale of Contemporary an, only 342 out of 532 paintings

found buyers; the sale totaled $82 million, against an anticipated
total of $156 million. American buyers seem to be fading from the
international scene. Europeans participate but seldom buy paintings at the highest level. There are signs that even Japanese buyers
are becoming choosy; a few are now sellers.
xactly 100 years ago and less than two

months before his death, Vincent van Gogh
E
painted the Portrait of Dr. Paul-Ferdinand
Gaehet (left), his physician and friend. The
property for many years of the late Siegfried
Kramarsky, a New York banker, the painting
had been lent to the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York. On May 15 it became the
most expensive painting ever sold at auction
when it was bought for $75 million by Ryoei
Saito, chairman emeritus of his family's
Daishowa Paper Manufacturing Co., the second-largest paper manufacturer in Japan. A
Self-portrait by van Gogh, one of the very few
paintings he signed, was sold by the Robert
Lehman family at the same time for $24 million. Three of the ten most costly paintings
ever sold were painted by van Gogh.

espite the euphoria caused by the van

D Gogh sale, many sellers had little reason
to be pleased: A startling number of important
paintings were sold at prices below expectations, among them two major paintings by
Claude Monet, a Pie! Mondrian and a Pierre
Bonnard. Edouard Manet's garden scene, Le
bane (above), owned since 1945 by Margaret
Ryan, daughter of the late investment banker
and arts patron Otto Kahn, was expected to
sell between $20 million and $25 million; it
was actually knocked down at auction to
$15 million.

yoei Saito also added Pierre-Auguste

R Renoir's Au Moulin de La Galette (left),
painted in 1876, to his collection at a cost of
$71 million, making it the second-most-expensive painting ever sold. The seller was Betsey
Cushing Whitney, widow of John Hay Whitney, investor and a former ambassador to
Britain; he had bought the painting in 1929 for
$165,000. Saito has said that he owns only a
few paintings other than the van Gogh and the
Renoir, among them a Marc Chagall and an
Andrew Wyeth.

Some observers see recent setbacks as signs that the art market
is becoming less speculative, less used for investment and about to
return to its historic role of connoisseurship. Nearly everyone
agrees that it is descending from the heady heights of the late
1980s into a more sober era. Whatever the next stage, it will be de-

termined by Japanese buyers: If they should cease to pour massive
amounts of money into the art market, it will be forced to a much
lower level. Dealers, auction houses and potential sellers are looking toward the 1990~1991 season with more apprehension than
they have felt in years.

enri de Toulouse-Lautrec's Fille it la fourrure, Mlle. Jeanne Fontaine
(left), from the estate of investment banker Robert Lehman, was another
painting that sold for a record price, $11.8 million, but that did not reach its presale estimate, $15 million. The Lehman family also sold three other portraits of
women - by Amedeo Modigliani ($7.5 million), Renoir ($5.5 million) and Kees
van Dongen ($1 million). The five Lehman paintings, including the van Gogh
Self-portrait, totaled $49 million, nearly $11 million below a presale estimate.

H

Sotheby's

: -~·-l-""IW·····

he Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York is one of the many
American institutions putting major works of art on the market. The
Guggenheim sales were to raise an estimated $30 million for the purchase of
200 paintings and sculptures of the Minimalist school of the 1960s and 1970s
(Brice Marden, Dan Flavin, Donald Judd and Richard Serra, among other
artists) from the collection of Italian industrialist Count Giuseppe Panza di Biumo. In 1984 Panza di Biumo had sold 80 Pop Art and Abstract Expressionist
works to the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art for S II million.
Among the Guggenheim's sales was Marc Chagall's Anniversaire (above) for
$13.5 million to a Japanese dealer.

T

rench auction sales registered a 56 percent rise in the past year. to $1.5 billion, largely because of the dropping of many official controls on auctions
and the lowering of the sales tax. Paris's first $100 million sale was the collection of 53 twentieth-century works owned by Lucien and Marcelle Bourdon.
who began collecting in 1935. The Musee National d'Art Moderne paid SS.6
million for Andre Derain's Pont de Chatou. Modiglianis Belle cpicierc sold for
nearly $11 million. At a New York sale, the same artist's Gar~on it la veste
bleue (left) brought $10.5 million.
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talianFuturist paintings of the early twentieth century

Iattracted strong buying when the collection of Lydia
Winston Malbin, a Detroit heiress who died last year, was
sold. The fact that it was sold at all was a sign of the
times; since Malbin was a patron of several museums, it
was thought the collection would go to public institutions.
But the change in the U.S. charitable-deductions rules and
the greatly increased value of the collection brought it to
sale. Ninety-three works sold for a total of $67.5 million.
Among the high points was a record $4 million for Giacomo Balla's La scala degli addii (Salutando) (right), regarded as a key work of the Italian Futurist movement.
Although the sale was called successful, works by Constantin Brancusi, Piet Mondrian and Fernand Leger all
sold below expectations.

he first painting by a Latin
American artist to sell for more
T
than $1 million is Frida Kahlo's
Diego y yo (below), depicting in
Surrealist style one of her quarrels
with husband Diego Rivera. The
painting sold for $1.3 million. The
record for Rivera himself now
stands at $550,000. The only other
Latin American artist to have sold a
work for $1 million is Chilean Surrealist Matta, whose Disasters of
Mysticism brought just that sum.
Protestant Family, by the Colombian Fernando Botero, brought
$650,000, a record for the artist.

he market for Scandinavian paintings faltered after

three years of record-breaking activity; about half
T
the paintings in auctions in Scandinavia and London

failed to find buyers. The works of the Swedish artist
Anders Zorn had led the expansion. This year many of
his works did not sell. although us baigneuses (above),
one of the best-known of his paintings of nudes in a landscape, brought $2.5 million. Finland's Helen Schjerfbeck
entered the million-dollar class with The Dancing Shoe
at $1.6 million, and a painting by dramatist-artist August
Strindberg, Wonderland, became at $3.8 million the most
expensive Scandinavian painting ever sold.

igh hopes for an expanding
H
market for Russian paintings
were dashed this spring by disastrous sales. Of 26 paintings from the
renowned collection of modern
Russian art amassed by Greek
diplomat George Costakis, only ten
were sold, for a total of $1 million,
against an estimate of $8 million.
Color Dynamic Composition
(above), by Aleksanclra Exler, painted in 1917 at the height of Russian
revolutionary artistic fervor. sold for
$475,000, below the presa\e estimate. The highest-priced works by a
living Russian artist are those of
Grisha Bruskin, whose Fundamental Lexicon sold for $375,000.

f
.V:

w

mong the numerous works by Willem
de Kooning sold during the spring and
summer, a number failed to meet expectations: Woman in a Landscape was thought
to be worth $9 million to $12 million but
went unsold at $4.75 million; Palisade
(below) was estimated at $8 million, but
Chicago dealer Richard Gray bought it for
$6.5 million. The same pattern held for
many Contemporary
artists: Clyfford
Still's J955-D, for example, estimated at
$3 million to $5 million, sold for just
$1 million.

A

, ;;..!"-.
he success of French Contemporary artist Bernard Buffet (born 1928) is mainly attributable to Japanese buying. Dealers report that his work is nearly an obsession in
Japan. Many collectors own dozens of his works; at least one owns hundreds. There is no
fear of running short: Last year alone an incredible 155 paintings by Buffet were sold at
auction, and dealers are said to have sold many more, at prices ranging from $50.000 to
$600,000. This year his prices have risen even higher. Place Vendeme (above), a typical
work painted in 1962, sold for $700,000.

T

Kissby

II (left), a 1962 wort.
Roy Lichtenstein. is regarded as quintessential PQP
Art. The Fujii Gallery of Tot) 0
paid S5.5 million for it. Ol.hI:-r
Japanese buyers paid $5 million for Cy Twombly's v ast 00
feet by ]6 feet) Cnri!lt'd.S?.3
million fOT Ad Reinhardt's
1958 Abstract Painting and
.$5 million for Francis Bacon's

Study/or a Pope.

nly four of the 100 most expensive
paintings ever sold are by the Old
Masters. This spring the major Old Master event was a disappointment:
An important Rembrandt, .III. Peter Repentant,
was expected to sell for $10 million to
$15 million, but when offered did not attract a single bid. The only outstanding
price was $10 million
paid by the
Citibank Art Advisory Service for a pair
of paintings of Venice by the eighteenthcentury artist Canaletto. More typical of
the flat market was Paolo Veroneses Cupid Disarmed
by Venus (left), which
sold for $2.7 million.

O

cnnsue's

nthe past two years, the prices of twentieth-century
British paintings
and
sculpture have risen to new levels. Ben
Nicholson's "Post-Cubist" still life, BOIItique Fant ast i que , brought a record
$1.9 million. Even stronger was a work by
Sir Stanley Spencer: The Crucifixion
(above), a monumental
(about 7 feet
square) work from his famous series depicting biblical events in contemporary
terms, which sold for $2 million.

I

Christie's

he market for nineteenth-century
American paintings, supported only by
American buyers, was the first collecting
area to slow down. Among the few prices of
note this spring was $3.2 million for a watercolor by Thomas Eakins entitled John
Biglin in a Single Scull (left). Another
Eakins work, Swimming Hole, was consigned to auction by the Fort Worth Modem
Art Museum and estimated
to sell for
$10 million to $15 million. But public outcry in Fort Worth, where the painting had
been on display since 1925, forced cancella-

T

tion of the sale.

*

John Constable

The Lock

19,600,000

Pierre Renoir

La tesse de chocolat

16,500,000

Fernand Leger

Les maisons sous les srbes

9,000,000

Edgar Degas

Les chevaux de courses

8,965,000

Claude Monet

Nymphea.s

8,600,000

Willem de Kooning

July

8,000,000

Vincent van Gogh

Jardin de fleurs

7,600,000

Robert Rauschenberg

Rebus

6,600,000

Paul Cezanne

Le Jas de Bouffan

6,500,000

Joan Miro

Les echeJJes, trsversent l'azur

6,500,000

Source: Institulioaal Investor, September 1991

ARTMARKET.

Art is long, the market is short
Sales volume is approaching its lowest point in ten years
as Japanese buyers have all but disappeared.
BY JERRY E. PATTERSON
y the summer of 1990,
everybody knew the
art market was headed
for hard times. But few suspected that it would soon
descend to a level not seen
since the recession of 1982
and that the bustle of the late
1980s would slump into
lethargy. In the past year,
sales have fallen about 50
percent at the big international auction houses. Exports of .
art and antiques from the
United Kingdom, a traditional
gauge of the strength of the
worldwide market, were also
down more than 50 percent in
the first quarter of the this
year compared with the same
period in 1990.
Recession hit most severely at Impressionist and PostImpressionist paintings, whose
prices had soared with frenzied Japanese buying in the 1980s. That
area of the art market, by far the largest, had become almost totally dependent upon the Japanese, who accounted for 60 to 70 percent of its dollar value. It is striking that the healthiest section of

B

the paintings market today is
the Old Masters, in which the
Japanese had never shown
any interest.
Now the Japanese have
virtually disappeared from
salesrooms and dealers' galleries. In addition to suffering from a wobbly stock
market, Japan is reeling
from a series of scandals in
which corporations appar.ently used art purchases to
evade taxes or to transfer
money to slush funds. The
figures are startling: In 1986
Japan imported paintings
worth $310 million; in 1990,
$3.4 billion. Itoman & Co.,
the giant textile concern, is
reported to have spent as
much as $500 million to
acquire several thousand
works by Pablo Picasso,
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Marc Chagall.
Dozens of Japanese art galleries are in deep trouble. The
prominent Urban Gallery. owned by Tokyo Toyota dealer
Masahiko Sawada and partners, with branches in Japan, Paris

nthe autumn of 1989,143 paintings
sold for $1 million or more at auction; in
I
the same period of 1990, just 71 commanded
such sums. By the end of the auction season
in May, one-owner sales had become scarce,
and few were successful. In Paris, French
actor and omnivorous art collector Alain
Delon put 39 of his paintings on the block
to finance purchases he made last year that
included an$ll million Amedeo Modigliani.
Despite Delon's touring Japan with the works,
the proceeds, $8 million, were disappointing.
Paul Delvaux's La tentation de st. Antoine
(left), painted in the mid-1940s, sold at a
London auction below estimate for
$1.25 million.
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manuscript known as the Northumberland
Bestiary sold for a
record $5.3 million in November. And London Oriental-art dealer
Eskenazi says it sold 45 early Chinese bronzes for more than
$10 million at an exhibition last spring.
Some art dealers are saying that customers are "selective" in
their purchases, a favorite euphemism in recessionary times for

"Sales are very slow indeed." Others point optimistically
to
European buying, especially by Italian dealers, who were conspicuous in the international salesrooms this year. Few believe
that the Japanese will be back in meaningful numbers this year
or next, and virtually no one believes that the glitter of the late
1980s will return anytime soon.

rtists favored by Japanese buyers including Marc Chagall, Pablo Picasso
and Maurice Utrillo - virtually disappeared
from the public market, and reports from
dealers indicate an absence of Japanese
buyers. For the first time in years, no major
work by Picasso was sold at auction. Manhattan
dealers Peter and John Herring paid $9 million,
below estimate, for Fernand Leger's important
1913 Cubist painting Les maisons sons les
arbres (below). At the big round of sales of
Impressionist and Contemporary Art that is
traditionally held in New York in November,
overall results last year were 50 percent below
those of November 1989.

A

P

rice~ for the most consistently expensive
artist in the world, Vincent van Gogh,
fluctuated wildly. A major flower piece
offered for sale for the benefit of the Buffalo,
New York, art museum was expected to sell
for $12 million to $15 million but found no
buyer. Actress Elizabeth Taylor tried to sell
her View a/the Asylum and Chapel at Saint
Remy, for which she had paid $252,000 in
1963. Now estimated to be worth $16 million
to $22 million, it, too, did not sell. But
reports persist that a Japanese buyer
recently paid $62 million for a van Gogh in
Switzerland. And the priciest drawing ever
sold is now van Gogh's Jardin des tleurs
(above), executed in brown and black ink in
1888. It was purchased by New York dealer
William Acquavella for $7.6 million.

Christie's

I

nthe general gloom of the
modem-paintings market,
Surrealist painters fared
surprisingly well, supported
by Continental buyers. Joan
Mir6 was in demand: Femmes
entendant de Lamusique sold
for $3.5 million, Danseuse
espagnoLe for $5.4 million and
the characteristically Surrealist

Les echeUesen roue de feu
traversant l'azur (left) for
$6.5 million. Even a late (1970)
drawing brought $575,000.
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ebus (left), by Robert

R

Rauschenberg, sold in 1988 for
a record $5.75 million to Swedish
businessman Hans Thulin. In financial
difficulties, Thulin gave the painting
as collateral to Nyckeln, a Swedish
finance company, which in tum had
difficulties of its own and consigned
the work to auction, where it was
bought for a surprising $6.6 million
by Manhattan dealer Larry Gagosian.
Among the few other success stories
in the Contemporary Art realm was
Hans Hartung's T-1951-4, which
brought $391,000. It had sold in
1980 from the collection of Nelson
Rockefeller for $21,000.

merican dealers in Contemporary Art flocked to Europe
seeking buyers, presumed to be more plentiful than in the
U.S. At an art fair at Paris's Grand Palais last October, New
York dealer Leo Castelli showed a painting by Frank Stella
priced at $420,000 and a just-completed work by
.
Roy Lichtenstein in his comic-strip style for $750,000.
Few notable prices were attained by contemporary artists
at auction; among the highest was the $960,000 for Philip
Guston's 1954 Summer (below), a record for the artist.

A

O

ne of the most active players in the Contemporary
Art market is advertising mogul Charles Saatchi,
who recently paid $2 million privately for British artist
Lucien Freud's Two Men in the Studio; at auction he paid
$4.4 million for Cy Twombly's Untitled. Saatchi simultaneously
sold 30 works of the 1970s and 1980s from his collection.
New auction records for contemporaries included $450,000
for a work by Agnes Martin, $270,000 for an Eve Hesse and
$340,000 for a Sigmar Polke. Prices for work by the graffiti
artist Keith Haring, who died in 1990, have soared from around
$15,000 in 1987 to as much as $200,000 this year. Willem
de Kooning's large 1956 urban landscape July (above)
was bought by Larry Gagosian for $8 million. t
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THE GAllERES
There's excitement all the art scene in Chicago. In the past ten years. there has been a surge of interest infine art and the numher or
galleries has increased astronomically.
Many galleries are clustered in the area that is formally known as River North and
unofficially known as Su Hu; there are also afair number along North Michigan Avenue. near the Museum of Contemporarr
Art
on Ontario Street. and all over the Near North Side (see maps on pages 182 and 183). But as the maps below indicate. the gallerv
scene is not limited to downtown: There are places to view art as for south as Pullman and as for north as Libertyville. We hope'
these maps will encourage you to go look at the art. Share the excitement.
Barbara Hoeh Marcus

Loop and South
1 NAB Gallery. 331 South Peoria
2 Chicago Public Library Cultural Center.
Randolph and Michigan
3 Illinois Arts Council. 111 North Wabash

4 Monroe Gallery (Loop YMCA).
37 South Wabash
5 Art Institute of Chicago. Michigan at Adams
6 Art Rental and Sales Gallery.
Michigan at Adams
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7 School of the Art Institute.
Columbus Drive at Jackson Blvd.
8 Museum of Photography.
600 South Michigan
9 Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica,
618 South Michigan
10 Printers Row Galleries, 735 South Dearborn
11 Galeries d'Art International,
730 South Dearborn
12 Field Museum of Natural History,
South Lake Shore Drive at Roosevelt Rd.
13 South Side Community Art Center,
3831 South Michigan
14 Hyde Park Art Center,
5307 South Hyde Park Blvd.
15 DuSable Museum of African American
History, 740 East 56th Place
16 David and Alfred Smart Gallery.
5550 South Greenwood
17 Renaissance Society, 5811 South Ellis
18 Oriental Institute, 1155 East 58th Street
19 Beverly Art Center, 2153 Westl11th Street
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North Suburban
1 David Adler Cultural Center,
1700 North Milwaukee, Libertyville
2 Deerpath Gallery,
253 Market Square, Lake Forest
3 Eva Cohon Gallery,
2057 Green Bay Road
4 Martha Schneider Gallery.
124 South Deere Park. Highland Park
5 Mazur, Mazur,
405 Lake-Cook Road, Deerfield
6 Circte Gallery North,
1070 Northbrook Court, Northbrook
7 Landi Fine Arts, 342 Tudor Court, Glencoe
8 Yolanda Fine Arts. 542 Lincoln, Winnetka
9 Sunday Afternoon. 548 Chestnut, Winnetka
10 Countryside Art Center.
408 North Vall, Arlington Heights
11 Artisan Shop and Gallery.
1515 Sneriaen, vvitmette
12 Gallery of Stray Thoughts.
415 '0 Fourth Street. Wilmette
13 Evanston Art Center
2603 Sneriaen. Evanston
14 Terra Museum ot Arner.can An
2600 Central Per»: Evanston
15 Dittmar Gallery. 1999 Sner.aen Everistc:
16 Mary and Leigh BlOCK Gallery .
1967 Snenoer: Evanston
17 Byer Museum of the Arts.
1700 Hinman. Evans/on
18 Grove Street Galleries.
921 Grove, Evanston
19 Mmdscape Gallery & Studio.
152/ Sherman. Evanston
20 Neville-Sargent Gallery.

511 Main. Evanston
21 Prestige Galleries, 3909 Howard, Skokie

CHICAGO/MAY 1984

1 Kollwitz Gallery (Northside YWCA),
5256 North Broadway
2 Beacon Street Gallery,
4520 North Beacon
3 MoMing. 1034 West Barry
4 lIli Street Gallery. 1021 West Lill
5 Chicago Center for the Print,
1509 West Fullerton
6 Contemporary Art Workshop.
542 West Grant
7 Body Politic Lobby Gallery,
2261 North Lincoln
8 Znny Gallery, 1963 North Halsted
9 Chicago Historical SOCiety.
Clark Street at North A venue
10 L'Ateuer Gallery. 1628 North Wells
11 Halsted Gallery. 1712 North Halsted
12 WPA. 2013 West North
13 BenJamm-Beattle Gallery,
1000 North Lake Shore Drive
14 Alaska Shop, 104 East Oak
15 Branca Prints. 67 East Oak
16 Walton Street Gallery. 58 East Walton
17 Klrschen Fine Art, 140 East Walton
18 Jacques Baruch Gallery. 40 East Delaware
19 Merrill Chase Galleries
a35 North Michigan
20 Casa Del RIo. 820 North Michigan
21 'Nally Findlay Gallery.
14 North Michigan
22 Ukrainian Institute of Modern
Art. 2320 West Chicago
23 Randolph Street Gallery
756 North Milwaukee

Mary Bell Gallery
Van Straaten Gallery
Center Gallery
Marianne Deson Gallery
Grayson Gallery
Klein Gallery
Peter Miller Gallery
Perimeter Press
Zolla/Lieberman
Gallery

Michigan Avenue/East

Ontario

1 Fairweather Hardin
2 Arts Club of Chicago
3 Joy Horwich Gallery
4 Goldman-Kraft Gallery
5 Dorothy Rosenthal Gallery
6 Worthington Gallery
7 Museum of Contemporary Art
8 Gilman Galleries
9 Circle Gallery
10 Maurice Sternberg Galleries
11 Richard Feigen Gallery
12 Richard Gray Gallery
13 Carl Hammer Gallery
14 Karen Lennox Gallery
15 Mongerson Gallery
16 Roger Ramsay Gallery
17 Stein Gallery
18 James Varchmin Contemporary
19 Zaks Gallery
20 R. S. Johnson
International Gallery

SuHu
1 Hokin/Kaufman Gallery
2 Dart Gallery
3 Betsy Rosenfield Gallery
4 Jay Rosenthal Fine Arts
5 Donald Young Gallery
6 Roy Boyd Gallery
7 Landfall Gallery
8 Rhona Hoffman Gallery
9 Corporate Art Sources
10 Galerija
11 Gruen Gallery
12 Mindscape Collection
13 Frumkin & Struve
14 Printworks
15 Phyllis Kind Gallery
16 Objects
17 School of the Art Institute
18 Exhibit A

a

MICHIGAN AVENUE/
EAST ONTARIO

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

24 Alko's, 714 North Wabash
25 R. H. Love Galleries, 100 East OhiO
26 Pallas Photographica Gallery,
315 West Erie
27 Jan Cicero Gallery, 221 West Erie
28 Silver light Gallery, 544 North Wells
29 Ruth Volid Gallery, 225 West Illinois
30 ARC Gallery, 6 West Hubbard
31 Artemisia Gallery, 9 West Hubbard
32 NAME
Gallery, 9 West Hubbard
33 Jack O'Grady Galleries,
333 North Michigan
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current levels of business, auction bouse brlgbt geometric canvases that are main'
stays of corporate art collections. sold only
offIc\a\s.admit.
TIle results are even more bleak wilen at a dlscount to the estimates, if at all.
Most works by Pablo Picasso received
put In recent pmpectIve. In the 1_1189
but conservative, bids. with none
auction Il'UOII from September tJIrough recuJar,
of the 21 Picassos on sale this auctlon sea·
Aucust. !IotbebY's sales of lmpreIsIonIst 101\
breaking
II million: most were lower, and modem paIDt\np world-wide totaled priced sketches.
WUlemde Kooningworks
ilmoIt me mWIon. TIlt next year. that cbanJed bands easily.
one painting selling
II(W'e IOII'eCI to 11.3bIIIIoa.A year later.
pagr ct
for 13.4mWlonto Hollywoodrecord mogul
tile total slumped to _ mIWon, a 16"1<
Davtd
GeHen.
though
they sold at prices
far-reaclllng Impact: TIle twice UlDual
from the hIP·
well below the levels of a year ago. Works
New York palntlnp sales are a bUOIIIeter drop
Co1ledDrsare
now
sIIoppiIICwith
pedIpop-art master Andy Warhol. devalued
of art-market mood; palntlnp cIealm and Irel' and CCDdItIon
foremOIt In tbeIr minds. by
In recent months as a result of the biC
auction houseSworld-wide ld3ust their In- For example. a tom
Pablo
~.
a
reventoty prices and auction estImateS In ItOred PIet )(ODdr\UIand a cractecI Ells- SUpplyof Warhols hitting the market. ensomething of a rebound.
lIDt with the results.
Kelly. tIIouIb all better-t\Ian- joyed
Bued on wbal bappeaed at tbeIe sales. worth
One new artist who defied the art mar·
averqe-quallty paIIIttnp otberWIIe, -.ere
art prices have continued to fall durIDCthe marooned 011tile auc:tIaIIblock by UDfor- ket slump Is sculptor Robl'rt Gober. Prices
past six months. Works routIDely IOId at glYIDCbuyerS, 1Jke *lttIsb InftllOrs wbo for Gobers have been appreciating for
the fall aucttons for 'B". of the loWend of bolt to p\d and Treasury bII1sIn tImeS of years. and the first of his pieces to be
the auction bouse's pt'HIie price esti- trouble, c:oUecton embraced artIIUcaIlY Included In a major evening sale. "Til!
mates. And thole estimates suppoeedly al- lOIJb\s"Cued pallltinp and tboIe deemed Split Up Confl1ctedSink." a giant work ill
ready had factored In the art market's
II\ItOl'ICaIlyImpOrIUIt.pertIapIln the hope white enamel. fetched $181.000.above estI·
steep slide that bepn In early 1910.
mate.
Collectors should note: Auction-bOIlS!
The market 15 "quite thin," but there tbat tile volatility of the ecaaomy wouIdn't
Ibake
tbeIr
Yalue.
officials predict that in coming months.
are "sips of enthusIaSm." said amstoBut
c:oUectonwere
wIIIIDIto
Ipu11Iaimore
bIgh-quailty art wtll become avall·
pber Burge, president of OIr\IUe's Ameri- IDOIt&II)'wort. reprdIess of quality. If
able. as works come to market that haw
can operations. "One cot a sease of wllere they fouDdtile prtce too hIP·
been withheld for a year by owners waiW.
the market Is now. TIlt worst 01tile slide Is
BIddInc ItIJpped cold for Roben Raus' to let where art prices were beading.
over." he said.
cbellber('s
pop-art
foreruJ\JIl'I',''SmaIlReel
PeMY-plncblng collectors kept tbeIr
at a level far below Sotbeby's
purchases by and IarIf to tile low six 11(- Palntllll,"
prHaIe expectaUOIISof 11.8mIWonto 12.2
ures. "TIlls Is the IOn of Ie'fel wllere a mIllIoa. !IotbebY's \mnIedIatety lOkI the
bus\neSSI'IIaII.a lawyer, a proIesIIoIIal piece In a \IaIIIly arraJIIICI private sale to
could spend once a year 011b\s bobby, b\s WlUIam Acquavel1a. a New York dealer
passion-art -without JIIOItIII\DI b\s wbo Is a business partner of Sotbeby's In a
house or using b\s retirement fluid." said
ftIItUre. He paid SlJ million.
HUCUesJoffre. bead of !IotbebY·sl.GDdoa tepar&te
Even worts by EIIJ'OPWI favorites
contemporary art department. ''T!Iat Is Rene
MaIl'ltte
and JOUIMim. two artIstS
where the market Is, tile p\eaIIII'emoney," that bad COIItlDued
to bold tbeIr value at
he sald.
tile art-market
TIle market weakness tbat was rood preYkIUSauctIIIIIsdeIptt.e
slump. WIlt WIIOIdWbeIIthe pr\CeI were
news for buyers was bid news for art
too rich_
dealers and auction bouIeI. Not oaIy did deemed
partIcIpatIoD of GermaII dealers
the auction saJesrooms prove to bl' &IIof- andTIltc:oUecton
wu booIted by a .ery
ten Wlquidmarketplace, but the sales bid
GeI'1lllll mark and IIl'Wtax laws
little of the drama tbat the IteDar IUC- ItmD(
tbat oller GermUIS tax breaks for gifts
ceaes and edIY cIIIUtm of recetIt years
loUIs 01art. TIley railed IIIeIrJIIddIes
provided. Tbat e\emeIIt 01 tbeater bad and
miIIImaIIIt worts and for art by COlIbeen the big draw for tile moaIed IOCIaIIIt for
tempOI'&I'Y
GermaII artIIts GerIWd RIch·
that used to pack auction saJesrooms.
and Georr BueUtz. ComInr bard 01\
Together. Sotbeby's and Cbr\Itie's ex- ter
pected to leU SI9 miUIOIIto 5145mIWon IIIeIrbeell were ltaIlUII and a IIl'WeoIlec:tworth of l/npI'eSIIOII\Sand modem paint- 1nlIfOIIP, SOUthKoI'eUII.wbo were a real
force at !IotbebY'sotberWIIe meqer sale
mrs at tbeIr maJor nealDI ••• • TIley cot of
ImprelllOl\llt art. Amer\CUIS were
S65.7 mWIon. For c:oatempOI'U"Yart. the back-pIaYInItile
art market. but were IreexpectatIonS were for sales 01 sse miUIOII queatly tile lllldertJ6dden01\lots
tIIIt went
to m miUIOII.!IotbebY'. and Qu1stIe's
raised 139.8miUIOII.TIle art that was beIDC to EuropeUII.
Buyers baIUd at worts by Cy Twombly
1IOId.
however, partlcWarly the impressionist paInt\Dp. was of ceneraJly IDftr qual- and Eric FIIcIIl. two weIl-reprded COlItempOI'&I'Y
artIIts wboIe pr\CeI the Japaity than tile works 011the auc:tIaIIblock III!Iebad supported
In recent years. Some
durII\I tile boom.
•••
I\UIt p\aIUc: and formica pop art
TIle weak results cune at a time wilen IC\IIptIIreSof
Olc\eftbel'l aIIO were
both auction houseS are IIddled with a \eft 01\ the block. And
works by Frank
world·wjtj,-frastructure
and",1•••••••
staftIng
•
' __ .. __ .••
_ •••
h.
. Stella. an American arUst knoWnfor his
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NEW YORK-The art market Is still in
a slump. with Impressionist paintings dead
In the water. But modem masters and top
contemporary painters are selling well at
dlscount prices.
Those are some of tht' It'SSOnsof the
troubled fall art auctions that ended yes·
terday in New York. With more than onto
out of every tnree paintings and sculptures
failing to sell at CbJ1stI,'s Intematlonal
PLC and Sothl'by's Holdlncs Inc.·s bellwether fall sales. art prices are likely to
continue to edge lower in coming months.
dealers and auction house officials say.
For collectors. the sales gave clues to
the sectors and artistS that are holding
their value. the countries that are calling
the art-market shots. and the virtues that
make one painting more salable than another in a tough market.
Prices for ttoe sun-dappled. sentimental
Impressionist pictures that were the englne of the 1980's art· market boom just
kept falling. Works by blue-chip Impres·
slonistS Claude Monet. Alfred Sisley and
P1efTt-Augustt' Renoir had extreme difficulty selling. With Japanese dealers and
U.S. real estate developers sitting on the
sidelines. a Sisley landscape that fetched a
world record price for tht' artist of $3.6
million in 1988falled to get a bid higher
than 51.7 million this time around and
dldn't sell.
Works by the modem masters Pahl ~:-.
casso. Femand Leger and Paul KJee fared
slightly bl'ttt'r. largely propped up b)' Eu·
ropean collectors. And the contemporary
art sales. where top collectors and dealers
went bargain·hunting. established that
there's dt'finitely ardent demand for art
when it's priced right-that is. cheap.
The ruthless selec!I\'ity that buyers
showed at these sales wtll likely have a
P",OSt Tum to Paoc CS. Column J
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The results seen from this latest auction confirm many of the theories presented in
this work. To list them:

1.

Japanese dealers are sitting on the sidelines hurting the market, especially the
blue-chip Impressionist works.

2.

The barometer for the art market are the big auction houses -- Sothebys &
Christies.

The realization has hit that their results are not all inclusive.

Particular sectors did very well, i.e. Modem Masters. In addition, the buyers
(countries) are a stronger indicator.
3.

The middle market buyers will return before the big ticket purchasers do.

4.

Salesrooms still prove to be an illiquid marketplace providing less than stellar
sales figures.

5.

The economic strength of

various countries is the largest factor for

determining the outcome of the auctions. In this auction, the brunt of the
buying was done by Germany, Italy, and South Korea.
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1. A comprehensive study of the Fine Art and Decorative art industry. Study to show that
investments in "art" can indeed be wise choices.
4 Part Study
a. Art as an Investment
b. Business Plans to Market Decorative Art
c. Financing of an Art Gallery Including Budgets
d. Detailed Business Plan of Non-Traditional Art Gallery
2.

6.

Sold. The Revolution in the Art Market - Nicholas Faith
How to Invest in your First Work of Art - John Carlin
Buying Art on a Budget - Joanna Eagle
.
How to Buy Pictures - Huun Mallaliew
How to be an Importer - Mary Green, Gillman
How to Open your Own Shop or Galle!)! - Leta W. Clark
The Retail Store- Design and Construction - William Green
The Interior Book of Shops and Restaurants - Interior Magazine
New Shops. Design. and Construction - Karl, Eva Mang
Numerous Current Magazine and Newspaper Articles
Arts on Campus
Art 282
Art History from 1700
Art History from 1150-1700
Far East Art
Northern Renaissance Art

Principles of Finance
Investment Principles
S-T Cash Management
Management 468
Management 358
Various Accounting Classes

